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Abstract6

Knowledge of the dynamical dimension mitigates the “curse of dimensional-

ity” by permitting analysis in dimension lower than that of the original state

vectors. The description length quantifies complexity and so allows us to

use Occam’s razor to estimate the dynamical dimension underlying noisily

observed data. Applying our method, based on the description length, to a

coarsely sampled scalar time series requires the choice of only one parame-

ter; an embedding dimension. For the three systems considered in this study

observed amid observational noise, a single choice of embedding dimension

does provide reasonable estimates of the dynamical dimension. The spatial

distribution of local estimates of dynamical dimension aids visualisation and

provides extra insight into the geometric structure of many systems.
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1. Introduction29

1.1. Dynamical dimension30

Dynamical or intrinsic dimension (Fukunaga and Olsen, 1971; Potapov31

and Ali, 2002; Camastra, 2003; Camastra and Staiano, 2016) is the dimen-32

sion of the most restrictive surface which suffices to capture the information33

available in data. Dynamical dimension can be used as an input parameter34

in lossless dimension reduction (Camastra and Staiano, 2016). Dimension re-35

duction involves representing features using fewer coordinates than appeared36

in the original data, and can make analysis more reliable, less computation-37

ally challenging, and less likely to mislead (Fan et al., 2014; Krawczak and38

Szkatu la, 2014; Shang et al., 2015). Camastra (2003) and Camastra and Sta-39

iano (2016) surveyed the numerous methods which have so far been applied40

to estimation of the dynamical dimension. They considered the approaches41

taken in the context of dynamical systems and in the context of machine42

learning.43

Consider a subset A of Rm. The dynamical dimension of A is the di-44

mension d of the lowest dimensional manifold of which A is a subset. From45

dimension invariance (Lee, 2011, p. 40) it follows that d does not change un-46

der invertible coordinate transformations. Hence, as Abarbanel and Kennel47

(1993) observed, the dynamical dimension is a system invariant; a quantity48

independent of the coordinate system in which observations happen to be49

expressed.50

The dynamical dimension specifies a fundamental aspect of the structure51
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of a dynamical system. Abarbanel and Kennel (1993) described the dynam-52

ical dimension as the “dimension of the local dynamics” and as the number53

of “active degrees of freedom”. Judd (1992) locally modelled a bounded at-54

tractor of a chaotic dynamical system as the topological product of (1) a55

Cantor-like set (that is, fractal dust; a set comprising disconnected single-56

tons); and (2) a continuous set. Under this model, the dynamical dimension57

d is the number of independent directions which these span. As a system58

invariant, the dynamical dimension provides a meaningful way to classify59

dynamical systems (Abarbanel and Kennel, 1993; Abarbanel, 1996).60

Knowledge of the dynamical dimension mitigates the “curse of dimen-61

sionality” by allowing local computations in fewer coordinates than would62

be required to unfold the global state space (Brown et al., 1991). Further-63

more, the dynamical dimension guides the construction of both physical and64

empirical models (Brown et al., 1991; Abarbanel and Kennel, 1993).65

The machine learning community places a different emphasis on intrinsic66

dimension. They are less explicitly interested in deterministic evolution, and67

more explicitly interested in the number of directions needed to describe68

observations (Gracia et al., 2014). Kramer (1991) identified d-dimensional69

representations of higher dimensional state vectors by fitting a neural network70

with input and output nodes comprising the training data, and with an71

internal layer containing only d nodes. The dynamical dimension is identified72

as d which leads to the best fit according to penalised least squares criteria.73

Potapov and Ali (2002) reasoned that data of dynamical dimension d should74
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be able to be mapped locally into Rd without changes in interpoint distances.75

Hence, they fitted a neural network mapping from the space of observations76

into Rd. That fit minimises a scalar function S(d) which increases in the77

relative magnitude of the change in the distance between each pair of points.78

Those authors inferred the dynamical dimension to be the least dimension79

d for which S(d) ceased to decrease significantly with further increases in d.80

Amsaleg et al. (2015) estimated the dynamical dimension as the maximum81

likelihood choice of a parameter of the generalised Pareto distribution. The82

rationale of this approach arises from the result that as the radius of a ball in83

the space of measurements tends to zero, the upper end of the distribution84

of distances from the centre of the ball approaches the generalised Pareto85

distribution (Amsaleg et al., 2015).86

We propose estimation of the dynamical dimension by comparing the87

efficiency of local linear models of different dimension.88

1.2. Selection of local linear models89

Local, as distinct from global, models, may only be valid in a proper sub-90

set of the full state space. Likelihood maximisation can identify appropriate91

values of a fixed number and type of parameters with which to describe a92

fixed neighbourhood, but subtleties are involved in applying it to choosing93

which parameters, and which data, to include in a model. As the number94

of parameters increases, so too can the likelihood. A maximum likelihood95

model could have a parameter for each datum, and would be useless. Anal-96

ogously, in the context of locally linear fits in state space, as neighbourhood97
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population increases more observations must be fitted and so likelihood tends98

to decrease.99

Local least squares regression identifies optimal local linear models. As100

Kantz and Schreiber (2004, pp. 180–183) illustrated, the affine subspace of101

dimension mS which is closest, in the least square sense, to a series of state102

vectors is that spanned by the eigenvectors corresponding to the mS largest103

eigenvalues of the covariance matrix to which the state vectors correspond.104

The same affine subspace could have been identified probabilistically, by105

regarding the components of the deviation from an affine subspace as noise.106

Specifically, let us assume a Gaussian distribution for the coordinates in each107

of the (m−mS) directions which are perpendicular to the subspace. The108

affine subspace which corresponds to the maximum likelihood values of the109

Gaussian variables is, again, that spanned by the eigenvectors corresponding110

to the mS largest eigenvalues of the covariance matrix.111

Least squares regression identifies the best mS-dimensional model for a112

fixed number of data, but cannot prescribe an appropriate signal dimension113

mS. As the signal dimension mS increases, fewer data must be described114

and the apparent goodness of fit can only increase. Non-trivial maxima115

of the likelihood as a function of the decomposition into signal and noise116

require description of all m components, rather than only mS components,117

of state vectors. For example, Welling et al. (2003) described directions with118

the highest and lowest variabilities as Gaussian variables with their own119

variance parameters. All other directions, those of moderate variability, are120
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together described using a single variance parameter. The approach, called121

extreme component analysis, features the complication that the number of122

parameters available to describe data changes with the number of directions123

deemed extreme.124

Bouveyron et al. (2011) avoided that issue by describing via one variance125

parameter all measurements in the mS signal directions, and using a second126

variance parameter for all measurements in the remaining (m−mS) direc-127

tions. With this description, all decompositions with 0 < mS < m employ128

the same number of parameters. The approach, called isotropic probabilistic129

principal component analysis, reliably estimated the optimal dimension of130

global linear models. However, in estimates of local linear models the appar-131

ent goodness of fit will tend to decrease with increasing number of data.132

Description length avoids a monotonically trending dependency of likeli-133

hood on sample size. The minimum description length principle is a quan-134

titative application of Occam’s razor, which states that “the simplest expla-135

nation is probably the correct one” (Oakley and Weinstein, 1994). Given136

a countable set of observations, the description length of a model for those137

observations is the complexity of the explanation which that model provides.138

Specifically, an explanation is a binary (that is, comprising the digits ‘0’ and139

‘1’) encoding of the observations, and its complexity is just the expected140

length of this digital sequence. The minimum description length principle141

(Rissanen, 1978) posits that the best model for observations provides the142

simplest explanation; the mean shortest code; the least description length.143
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To each efficient and unambiguous code on a countable set X there cor-144

responds a probability mass function (pmf) on X for which that code would145

be optimal. If the code has length l : X → [0,∞) then the optimal pmf146

will be p : X → [0, 1], x 7→ 2−l(x). Conversely, each pmf p : X → [0, 1]147

on a countable set corresponds to an optimal code for that set; this code148

has length l : X → [0,∞), x 7→ − log2(p(x)). More precisely, as Rissanen149

(1976) showed, the function l provides a strict lower limit, which a realisable150

code can approach to within any positive real number, for the expected code151

length. Note that the code length l(x) decreases as probability x increases.152

That is, to minimise the expected code length, shorter code words must be153

reserved for more probable occurrences.154

This duality between code lengths and pmfs means that the description155

length turns out to be equivalent to a negative log likelihood. However,156

in contrast to the negative logarithms of many likelihoods, the description157

length leads to a meaningful specific property, the description length per158

scalar measurement, which can be optimised to find the optimal local linear159

model with respect to both signal dimension mS and neighbourhood popu-160

lation ν.161

There is ample room for subjectivity in the formulation of a description162

length. In the cause of objectivity, Rissanen (1983) made the length with163

which model parameters were encoded as uninformative as possible. He de-164

scribed parameters based on an encoding for the non-negative integers which165

satisfies an optimality condition which would lead to uniform probability over166
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a finite set but which also applies to countably infinite sets.167

1.3. Outline of article168

This paper details calculation, towards the goal of estimating the dynam-169

ical dimension, of the global optimal signal dimension. This dimension is the170

dimension of the linear subspaces for which the nearest neighbours of points171

in the state space are most efficiently described as those linear subspaces plus172

noise (Please see Section 2.4).173

To begin estimating the global optimal signal dimension, around each174

state vector u we calculate the local optimal signal dimension. This dimen-175

sion around u is the dimension of the linear subspace for which the neigh-176

bourhood of u is most efficiently described as that linear subspace plus noise177

(Please see Section 2.4). The spatial distribution of the local optimal signal178

dimension will be shown to aid visualisation of the state space (Please see179

Section 3).180

In the next section we identify a method, sketched in the preceding two181

paragraphs and based upon the minimum description length principle, to182

identify the dimension of the best local linear models for observations, and183

thus estimate dynamical dimension and visualise state space. In Section 3 we184

present the results of applying the method to time series of various lengths185

from three different dynamical systems observed amid various levels of noise.186

We discuss and interpret these results in Section 4, and in Section 5 we187

summarise our findings.188
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2. Methods189

In this section we outline our approach to estimation of dynamical di-190

mensions. To begin with, in Section 2.1, we describe briefly the way in which191

we reconstruct state vectors of dynamical systems from a series of scalar ob-192

servations of the system. In Section 2.2 we identify the affine subspace with193

which to describe with maximum likelihood a fixed neighbourhood of points.194

A general approach to identifying a model which approximately minimises195

description length is presented in Section 2.3. In Section 2.4 we use that196

approach in order to identify concurrently the best dimensions and neigh-197

bourhood populations for local linear models. Finally, in Section 2.5, we198

outline the way in which we validate the proposed method using scalar time199

series from noisily observed dynamical systems.200

Throughout this paper, u(1),u(2), . . . ,u(ν) denote the ν closest neighbours201

of a state vector u.202

2.1. Attractors and their reconstruction203

The dynamical systems community is often interested in chaotic deter-204

ministic evolution on bounded subsets of Euclidean space which are called205

attractors. Attractors are sets to which, in the long term, evolution of the206

system is confined. However, exponential divergence of nearby trajectories207

is the hallmark of chaos. Accommodation of exponentially divergent trajec-208

tories within a bounded deterministic state space requires fractal geometry209

(Strogatz, 2015, pp. 429–435). Fractal geometry is indicated by a non-integer210

value of the box-counting dimension dB. Box-counting dimension dB (Sauer211
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et al., 1991) is a generalisation of dimension which is defined in terms of the212

way the number of boxes required to cover a set of points scales with the213

length scale of those boxes.214

We can reconstruct N , M − (m − 1) states of a dynamical system215

u1,u2, . . . ,uN ∈ Rm from M scalar observations q(1), q(2), . . . , q(M) ∈ R by216

the time delay map defined for j = 1, 2, . . . , N by217

uj = (q(j), q(j + 1), . . . , q(j +m))T .

Sauer et al. (1991) considered time delay maps of scalar observations of a218

dynamical system in Rn with a compact attractor A of box-counting dimen-219

sion dB. They showed that, subject to fairly reasonable assumptions, as long220

as the embedding dimension m satisfies m > 2dB a time delay map typically221

defines an embedding in Rm of any manifold within A.222

The correspondence between lagged observations of a single scalar time223

series and independent coordinates of a higher dimensional system can seem224

strange. Strogatz (2015, p. 447) mentioned that it surprised even Ed Lorenz,225

the “father of chaos”2 (Ott, 2008).226

2.2. Maximum likelihood division into signal and noise227

We consider a neighbourhood of ν state vectors u(1),u(2), . . . ,u(ν) ∈ Rm.228

The simplest assumption is for observational noise in these state vectors to229

2If Lorenz was the father of Chaos, the antecedent of Gaia, the mother of Uranus,
the father of Rhea, the mother of Zeus (Hesiod, 2006), then time delay reconstruction
surprised even the great-great-great grandfather of the king of the gods.
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populate all m directions statistically and frame independently. Assume that230

signal is distributed statistically and frame independently over a subspace of231

dimension mS. For the signal and noise to be both statistically and frame232

independently distributed the component of signal and the component of233

noise in each direction in which each extends must be an independent Gaus-234

sian variable (Please see Appendix A). Since the sum of two independent235

Gaussian variables is another Gaussian random variable (Grinstead and Snell,236

2012, p. 294), so too is the measurement in each direction in which signal lies.237

Components in each orthonormal direction in an mS-dimensional subspace238

of Rm assumed to be associated with signal would be identically distributed239

with some standard deviation ςS. Components in the complement in Rm
240

of the subspace would be identically distributed with some other, possibly241

different, standard deviation ςN .242

To maximise likelihood for fixed mS, the directions w1,w2, . . . ,wmS
as-

sumed to be associated with signal and the directionswmS+1,wmS+2, . . . ,wm

assumed to be associated only with noise should together comprise the m or-

thogonal eigenvectors of the covariance matrix
ν∑
i=1

(
u(i) − ū

)
·
(
u(i) − ū

)T
,

where ū = 1
ν

ν∑
j=1

u(j) is the mean of the state vectors (Please see Appendix

B). The standard deviations ςS and ςN should be chosen such that ςS
2 = p1/ν

and ςN
2 = p2/ν, where p1 is the mean power per direction in the directions

assumed to be associated with signal and p2 is the mean power per direction

in the directions assumed to be associated only with noise (Please see Ap-

pendix B). For 0 < mS < m the minimum negative log likelihood per scalar
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measurement is

1

νm
B =

1

2

mS

m
log

p1

p2

− 1

2
log

(
mS

m

p1

p2

+ 1− mS

m

)
+

1

2
(1 + log 2π) +

1

2
log

P

νm
,

(2.1)

where P = mSp1 + (m−mS) p2 is the total power of the collection of state243

vectors. Notice that this expression makes little sense when the power in the244

second set of basis directions vanishes; when p2 = 0.245

Orthogonal directions should be assigned such that p1 and p2 are as differ-246

ent as possible; so that w1,w2, . . . ,wmS
correspond either to the mS largest247

eigenvalues or to the mS smallest eigenvalues of the covariance matrix (Please248

see Appendix B). Hence, the maximum likelihood parameters for this model249

correspond to the results of least squares regression (Please see Section 1.2).250

Note that if p1 > p2 then the likelihood is an increasing function of the ratio251

p1/p2 (Please see Appendix B).252

2.3. Calculation of description length253

The likelihoods of the preceding section could suggest an appropriate254

signal dimension mS and appropriate signal directions w1,w2, . . . ,wmS
with255

which to encode the neighbourhood
{
u(i)
}ν
i=1

. However, those likelihoods256

cannot completely determine the best linear model, for they cannot determine257

the optimal neighbourhood population ν.258

Let each coordinate of each point be resolved to imprecision ε ∈ R+, so259

that each of the m coordinates of each state vector is known to fall in an260

interval of length ε centred at the nominal value of the coordinate (Rissanen,261
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1978). Note that this implies that a datum falls in a cube in Euclidean space;262

a specification which violates rotational symmetry (Please see Appendix A).263

Invariance under rotations of orthogonal coordinate systems would actually264

require each coordinate of each state vector to be modelled as Gaussian265

distributed about its nominal value. We do not consider that less convenient266

description of imprecision.267

Note also that properties or parameters analogous to ε are more con-268

ventionally referred to as precisions (Rissanen, 1978). However, under this269

convention it is not clear whether increasing precision would refer to some-270

thing becoming more or less precise. Hence, we consistently employ the term271

imprecision.272

Following Rissanen (1978), the description length of observations is the273

sum of: (1) the expected length of code to describe the observations using274

the model; and (2) the length of code to describe the parameters of the275

model itself. In Section 2.3.1 we follow Rissanen (1978) to approximate the276

first term of this sum, and in Section 2.3.2 we follow Rissanen (1983) to277

approximate the second term of this sum. In Section 2.3.3 we identify the278

imprecisions which approximately minimise the sum of these terms; the total279

description length. This allows us, also in Section 2.3.3, to approximate the280

minimum description length.281

2.3.1. Expected negative log likelihood282

Let λ = (λ1, . . . , λp)
T ∈ Rp denote a vector of real parameters and let δ ,

(δ1, . . . , δp)
T ∈ (R+)

p
denote a vector of their imprecisions. The specification

14



with imprecision δ of parameters λ = λ̌ stipulates that for j = 1, . . . , p, λj ∈[
λ̌j − δj/2, λ̌j + δj/2

]
. Assuming that λ is uniformly distributed over the

range of values it can take, the expected value of the negative log likelihood

would be

C
({
u(i)
} ∣∣λ̌ ; δ

)
=

(
p∏
j=1

1

δj

) λ̌1+δ1/2∫
λ̌1−δ1/2

. . .

λ̌p+δp/2∫
λ̌p−δp/2

B
({
u(i)
}∣∣λ) dλp . . . dλ1,

(2.2)

where B
({
u(i)
}∣∣λ′) is the value of the negative log likelihood when the283

parameter is specified, with vanishing imprecision, as λ = λ′.284

Towards minimising approximately the integral Eq. (2.2), consider λ = λ̂

which minimises its integrand B
({
u(i)
}∣∣λ). Next, note that the negative

log likelihood can, in a neighbourhood in which it is thrice-differentiable and

which contains λ̂, be approximated to O

(∥∥∥λ− λ̂∥∥∥4
)

by

B
({
u(i)
}∣∣λ) =B

({
u(i)
} ∣∣∣λ̂)+

(
∂B

∂λ

({
u(i)
} ∣∣∣λ̂)) · (λ− λ̂)

+
1

2

(
λ− λ̂

)T
·
(
∂2B

∂λ2

({
u(i)
} ∣∣∣λ̂)) · (λ− λ̂)

+ T
(
λ− λ̂,λ− λ̂,λ− λ̂

)
, (2.3)

where ∂2B
∂λ2

({
u(i)
} ∣∣∣λ̂) is the Hessian matrix at the point λ = λ̂, and T :285

Rm×Rm×Rm → Rm is a trilinear function. The right hand side of Eq. (2.3)286

is just the third degree Taylor polynomial about λ = λ̂ of B
({
u(i)
}∣∣λ).287

Assume that the negative log likelihoodB
({
u(i)
}∣∣λ) is thrice-differentiable
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at λ = λ̂. By Eq. (2.2) and the expansion Eq. (2.3), an approximation to

the minimum expected negative log likelihood is, to O (‖δ‖4),

C
({
u(i)
} ∣∣∣λ̂ ; δ

)
=B

({
u(i)
} ∣∣∣λ̂)+

1

24

p∑
j=1

(
∂2B

∂λj
2

({
u(i)
} ∣∣∣λ̂)) δj2. (2.4)

The simple form of Eq. (2.4) and the order of the approximation arise because288

any terms in the right hand side of Eq. (2.3) which are odd in any
(
λj − λ̂j

)
289

vanish under the integrations specified on the right hand side of Eq. (2.3).290

2.3.2. Cost of encoding parameters291

Encoding a non-negative real parameter λ ∈ R+ with imprecision δ ∈ R+
292

requires a code with length approximated by Lu (λ; δ) , log(c)+log (|λ| /δ + 1/2) =293

log(c) − log 2 + log (2 |λ|+ δ) − log δ, where c ≈ 2.865 (Rissanen, 1983).294

A scalar λ ∈ R of the same magnitude but which is not known to be295

non-negative cannot be encoded quite as succinctly; it would instead re-296

quire a code with length approximated by log(c) + log (2 (|λ| /δ + 1/2)) =297

Lu (λ; δ) + log 2. These approximations arise as follows.298

We associate the specification with imprecision δ ∈ R+ of the non-

negative real parameter λ ∈ R+ with encoding of a non-negative integer

n ≈ λ/δ − 1/2. The term ‘1/2’ is subtracted from the right hand side be-

cause the specification λ/δ ≈ 0 would correspond to λ/δ ∈ [−1/2, 1/2] but

since λ/δ ≥ 0 it is more appropriate to consider λ/δ − 1/2 ≈ 0. Rissanen

(1983) showed that a non-negative integer n may be encoded with a code
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length of approximately

L∗(n) , log2(c) + log2(n+ 1) + log2 log2(n+ 1) + log2
3(n+ 1) + . . . , (2.5)

where the final term of the sum is the first log2
i(n+ 1) such that log2

i+1(n+299

1) ≤ 0. Hence, the non-negative real parameter λ ∈ R+ can be specified300

with imprecision δ ∈ R+ with code length approximately L∗(λ/δ − 1/2),301

the dominant terms of which comprise Lu (λ; δ) = log(c) + log (|λ| /δ + 1/2).302

This code length involves log ≡ loge rather than log2 because it is convenient303

to work in nats rather than bits.304

The analogous result for a scalar λ ∈ R not known to be non-negative305

comes, slightly more directly, from consideration of an encoding of the (non-306

negative and negative) integers with length L∗ ◦ b, where ◦ represents com-307

position of functions and b is the bijection between the integers and the non-308

negative integers defined by b : Z→ N, b(n) =

 2 |n| , n ≥ 0

2 |n| − 1, n < 0
. Instead309

of L∗ ◦ b we use a slightly less efficient encoding such that L(n) = L∗(2 |n|),310

and approximate λ/δ by the integer n.311

This approximation of the code length of parameters differs slightly from312

that employed by Rissanen (1978). The modification allows more convenient313

consideration of parameters for which λ/δ is very small or even zero.314

The two parts of the encoding, the encoding using the model of the ob-

servations and the encoding of the parameters of the model, can now be

combined. By Eq. (2.4) an approximation of the total description length,
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the sum of the code length of observations given parameters and the code

length of the parameters themselves, is

D
({
u(i)
}
, λ̂; δ

)
=C

({
u(i)
} ∣∣∣λ̂ ; δ

)
+ L

(
λ̂; δ

)
=B

({
u(i)
} ∣∣∣λ̂)+

1

24

p∑
j=1

(
∂2B

∂λj
2

({
u(i)
} ∣∣∣λ̂)) δj2

+ p log c− p+ log 2

−
p∑
j=1

log δj +

p∑
j=1

log
(

2
(∣∣∣λ̂j∣∣∣+ δj/2

))
, (2.6)

where L
(
λ̂; δ

)
= (p− p+) log 2+

p∑
j=1

Lu

(
λ̂j; δj

)
is the total cost of encoding315

parameters, and p+ is the number of parameters known beforehand to be316

positive.317

2.3.3. Optimal imprecisions318

Assuming that |λj| � δj, the final term of Eq. (2.6) changes with δj319

relatively slowly. Instead of attempting to minimise with respect to δ all of320

D
({
u(i)
}
, λ̂; δ

)
as expressed in Eq. (2.6), we minimise only the sum of the321

terms which vary most with δ. That is, we minimise322

1

24

p∑
j=1

(
∂2B

∂λj
2

({
u(i)
} ∣∣∣λ̂)) δj2 −

p∑
j=1

log δj.

Assuming that ∂2B
∂λj

2

({
u(i)
} ∣∣∣λ̂) > 0, the imprecision minimising the descrip-

tion length can be found by solving for where the derivative with respect to
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δj of the above vanishes;

δj = δ̂j =

√
12/

(
∂2B

∂λj
2

(
{u(i)}

∣∣∣λ̂)). (2.7)

By Eq. (2.6) and Eq. (2.7) the approximate minimum description length is

D
({
u(i)
}
, λ̂; δ̂

)
=B

({
u(i)
} ∣∣∣λ̂)+ p (log(c) + 1/2)− p+ log 2

+

p∑
j=1

log
(

2
(∣∣∣λ̂j∣∣∣ /δ̂j + 1/2

))
, (2.8)

where Eq. (2.7) gives the approximately optimal imprecision δ̂.323

In the next section we use apply these results in order to estimate the324

minimum description length for a linear model of dimension mS when it is325

used to describe a neighbourhood of population ν.326

2.4. Minimum description length division into signal and noise327

The negative log likelihoods of Section 2.2 are negative log probability328

densities. In this section we deal with pmfs: our negative log likelihoods are329

now negative log probability masses. However, discretisation of a probability330

density function fλ : Rm → R provides for observations
{
u(i)
}

, each coordi-331

nate of which has imprecision ε, an approximate negative log probability mass332

B
({
u(i)
}∣∣λ) = − log

ν∏
j=1

εmfλ
(
u(j)

)
= −νm log(ε)−

ν∑
j=1

log
(
fλ
(
u(j)

))
.333

For 0 < mS < m, the model of Section 2.2 has p = m(m + 1) + 2 real334

parameters making up the vectors w1,w2, . . . ,wm, µ and scalars ςS and335

ςN . The vector µ ∈ Rm is the origin of the coordinate system with which336

observations are described (Please see Appendix B). The parameters ςS337
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and ςN , which describe respectively the standard deviation in the directions338

associated with signal and the directions associated only with noise, are non-339

negative. All other real parameters could take positive or negative values.340

Hence p+ = 2.341

Calculation of optimal precisions requires the partial derivatives ∂2

∂λi
2

with respect to each parameter λi of the negative log likelihood. Since

w1,w2, . . . ,wm is an orthonormal basis, by Eq. (2.1) the negative log likeli-

hood is

B
({
u(i)
}
|λ
)

=− νm log(ε) +
1

2
νm log 2π

+ νmS log ςS +
1

2

1

ςS2

ν∑
i=1

mS∑
j=1

|wj
T ·
(
u(i) − µ

)
|2

+ ν (m−mS) log ςN +
1

2

1

ςN 2

ν∑
i=1

m∑
j=mS+1

|wj
T ·
(
u(i) − µ

)
|2,

(2.9)

where λ is the concatenation of w1,w2, . . . ,wm, µ, ςS and ςN . At a station-
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ary point λ = λ̂, partial derivatives with respect to parameters are

∂2B

∂ςS
2

({
u(i)
} ∣∣∣λ̂) =2νmS/ς̂

2
S = 2ν2mS/p1,

∂2B

∂ςN
2

({
u(i)
} ∣∣∣λ̂) =2ν (m−mS) /ς̂ 2

N = 2ν2 (m−mS) /p2,

∂2B

∂µk
2

({
u(i)
} ∣∣∣λ̂) =

ν2

p1

mS∑
j=1

(ŵj)k
2 +

ν2

p2

m∑
j=mS+1

(ŵj)k
2, and

∂2B

∂ (wj)k
2

({
u(i)
} ∣∣∣λ̂) =


ν
p1

ν∑
i=1

((
u(i)
)
k
− µk

)2
, j = 1, 2, . . . ,mS

ν
p2

ν∑
i=1

((
u(i)
)
k
− µk

)2
, j = mS + 1,mS + 2, . . . ,m

(Please see Appendix B). These expressions determine, via Eq. (2.7), esti-342

mates of the optimal imprecisions δ̂.343

The description length should not depend on the origin or the orienta-

tion of the coordinate system expressing u(1),u(2), . . . ,u(ν). One way to

enforce this invariance is to calculate the description length based on a

canonical coordinate system calculated from the data. A coordinate system

which would minimise description length has origin µ̂ and coordinate axes

ŵ1, ŵ2, . . . , ŵm
3; variational quantities all invariant with respect to changes

of origin and rotations (Please see Appendix C). If the vectors are written

3This is inconsistent with |λj | � δj . If λj = 0 then D
({
u(i)

}
, λ̂; δ

)
, which Eq. (2.6)

approximates, decreases with |δj | and so would be optimised by vanishing imprecision;
δj = 0. The continued use of Eq. (2.7) to choose precisions increases the penalty term
associated with λj from log c ≈ 1.05 to log c+ 1/2 ≈ 1.55.
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in this coordinate system then µ̂ = 0, ŵj = ej,

∂2B

∂µk
2

({
u(i)
} ∣∣∣λ̂) =

ν2

p1

+
ν2

p2

, and

∂2B

∂ (wj)k
2

({
u(i)
} ∣∣∣λ̂) =


ν
p1
γk, j = 1, 2, . . . ,mS

ν
p2
γk, j = mS + 1,mS + 2, . . . ,m

where γj =
ν∑
i=1

|ŵT
j ·
(
u(i) − µ̂

)
|2 is the eigenvalue associated with the eigen-344

vector ŵj (Please see Appendix B).345

Using these values and Eq. (2.7), ς̂S/δ̂ςS =
√
νmS/6, ς̂N/δ̂ςN =

√
ν (m−mS) /6,

µ̂j/δ̂µj = 0 and (ŵj)k /δ̂(wj)k
=


√

ν
12
γk
p1
K(j − k), j = 1, 2, . . . ,mS√

ν
12
γk
p2
K(j − k), j = mS + 1,mS + 2, . . . ,m

,

where δ̂λl has been used to represent δ̂l and K(z) ,

 1, z = 0

0, otherwise
is an

unconventional representation (necessitated by existing accepted use of the

Greek symbol ‘δ’ to represent parameter imprecision) of the Kronecker delta

function. Hence, by Eq. (2.8) and Eq. (2.9), the minimum description length
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per scalar measurement can be written

1

νm
D
({
u(i)
}
, λ̂; δ̂

)
=

1

2

mS

m
log

p1

p2

− 1

2
log

(
mS

m

p1

p2

+ 1− mS

m

)
+

1

2
(1 + log 2π)− 1

2
log(νm) +

1

ν
(m+ 1) (log(c) + 1/2)

+
1

ν

(
1

m

mS∑
k=1

log

(√
ν

3

γk
p1

+ 1

)
+

1

m

m∑
k=mS+1

log

(√
ν

3

γk
p2

+ 1

))

+
1

νm

(
(1−K (mS)) log

(√
2νmS/3 + 1

)
+ (1−K (mS −m)) log

(√
2ν (m−mS) /3 + 1

)
+ (2−K (mS)−K (mS −m)) (log(c) + 1/2− log 2)

)
+

1

2
log

(
P

ε2

)
. (2.10)

The Kronecker deltas K (mS) and K (mS −m) appear because for each of346

mS = 0 and mS = m one of the positive scalar parameters ςS and ςN is347

unnecessary. Note that, since the total power P scales with the original348

measurements as P ∝ ε2, where ε is the imprecision of the original measure-349

ments, the minimum description length per scalar measurement Eq. (2.10)350

is invariant with respect to rescaling. The minimum description length per351

scalar measurement 1
νm
D
({
u(i)
}
, λ̂; δ̂

)
will be called the price.352

It follows from the form of Eq. (2.10) that the imprecision ε of data

does not affect the identification of optimal parameters. To enable graphical

representation of the price, we eliminate its dependence upon ε by setting

E (u, ν,mS) =
1

νm
D
({
u(i)
}
, λ̂; δ̂

)
+ log ε, (2.11)
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which is independent of ε. On the left hand side the two arguments u and ν353

represent the dependence of the price E on the ν nearest neighbours
{
u(i)
}

354

of the state vector u. Though it differs from 1
νm
D
({
uj

(i)
}
, λ̂; δ̂

)
by the355

constant log ε, E (uj, ν,mS) will also be referred to as the price.356

The optimal signal dimension m̂S and neighbourhood population ν̂ for an357

m-dimensional state vector u are those which minimise the price E (u, ν,mS).358

For each signal dimension mS and population ν, we label the coordinate359

directions {ŵk} such that their eigenvalues {γk} satisfy γ1 < γ2 < . . . < γm.360

This choice determines the mean powers per direction p1 and p2 and hence,361

by Eq. (2.10), the approximately optimal price E (u, ν,mS) for that choice362

of mS and ν. The optimal mS and ν, denoted m̂S and ν̂, are simply those for363

which the approximately optimal price given by Eq. (2.10) is least among364

populations in the range considered, νmin ≤ ν ≤ νmax. The next section365

outlines choices of νmin and νmax.366

A combination of all local prices E (uj, ν,mS), j = 1, 2, . . . , N , yields a

measure of the global appropriateness of a particular choice of signal dimen-

sion mS. For each fixed signal dimension mS, let F (mS) denote the mean

over all state vectors of the minimum price at fixed signal dimension mS;

F (mS) =
1

N

N∑
j=1

min
ν
E (uj, ν,mS) . (2.12)

We call F (mS) the global price, and denote its minimum by D; D ,367

argmin
mS

F (mS). The next section compares D, which we call the global op-368

timal signal dimension, to known dynamical dimensions.369
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The number of scalar measurements associated with a time delay vector370

increases in proportion to the embedding dimension m, but the rate of in-371

crease of information content is not clear. No attempt will be made made to372

optimise with respect to the embedding dimension m the description length373

per scalar measurement. (For an illustration of the impact which embedding374

dimension can have upon results, please see Appendix E.)375

2.5. Application to data376

In this section we outline the way in which we apply the results of the377

previous section to scalar time series from noisily observed dynamical sys-378

tems. We consider measurements of length M = 500, 5 000 or 50 000 of a379

single coordinate of the Hénon (1976) map, the Lorenz (1963) system, or the380

rotated Lorenz (roLo) system. The attractor of the roLo system is a volume381

of rotation of the attractor of the Lorenz (1963) system. Hence, the roLo382

system is, very approximately, to the Lorenz (1963) system as the Lorenz383

(1963) is to the Hénon (1976) map. (For full details of the data, please see384

Appendix D.)385

With the parameters which we consider, the Hénon (1976) map, Lorenz386

(1963) system and roLo systems have dynamical dimension d = 2 (Abarbanel387

and Kennel, 1993), d = 3 (Abarbanel and Kennel, 1993), and d = 4 (Please388

see Appendix D.) respectively and box-counting dimensions dB = 1.26 (Rus-389

sell et al., 1980), dB = 2.06 (Viswanath, 2004) and dB = 3.06 (Please see390

Appendix D.) respectively. The data are observed amid additive Gaussian391

noise of relative amplitude σ = 0%, 1% or 10%, where relative amplitude392
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refers to the ratio of the root mean square (rms) of the noise scalar time393

series to the rms of the signal scalar time series.394

We embed the time series q(1), q(2), . . . , q(M) ∈ R in dimension m = 7395

to obtain N = M − (m − 1) state vectors u1,u2, . . . ,uN ∈ Rm (Please see396

Section 2.1). We consider populations ν in the range m + 1 ≤ ν ≤ 300.397

The upper limit ν = 300 far exceeds the optimal population ν̂ for most state398

vectors. Certain combinations of embedding dimension m, neighbourhood399

population ν, and signal dimension mS do not allow naive numerical fitting400

of a linear model. Such combinations of parameters are simply ruled out as401

candidates for optimal parameters.402

For Hénon (1976) data observed amid noise, both clean and noisy Lorenz403

(1963) data, and both clean and noisy roLo data, such numerical issues do404

not arise in embedding dimension m = 7 for neighbourhood populations405

ν ≥ m + 2. In contrast, for clean Hénon (1976) data of length M = 500,406

5 000 and 50 000 embedded in the same dimension, numerical issues arise407

for some signal dimensions mS even when the neighbourhood population is408

as high as νmin = 11, 39 and 300 respectively.409

For each time series, the global price F (mS) given by Eq. (2.12), a410

measure of how costly is the use of signal dimension mS to describe the local411

neighbourhoods which together comprise measurement space, was calculated412

for each signal dimension mS = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,m. The minimum of the global413

price F (mS) is the global optimal signal dimension D (Please see Section414

2.4). For some time series, optimal signal dimension m̂S and neighbourhood415
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population ν̂ are identified for each state vector, and the spatial distributions416

of these optimal parameters are plotted.417

3. Results418

In this section we explore and visualise state space by applying to time419

series the results of Section 2.4 in the way which we outline in Section 2.5.420

Figure 3.1 pertains to a time delay embedding into m = 7 dimensions421

of M = 50 000 clean data from the Lorenz (1963) system. Figures 3.1a,422

3.1b and 3.1c show the projection onto two-dimensional q(i), q(i + 1) space423

of the distribution of optimal signal dimension m̂S. In the neighbourhoods424

of over 97% of points, the optimal signal dimension m̂S is one of the two425

integers closest to the box-counting dimension dB = 2.06 (Viswanath, 2004)426

of the Lorenz (1963) attractor; m̂S = 2 or m̂S = 3. Figure 3.1d shows the427

projection onto two-dimensional q(i), q(i + 1) space of the distribution of428

optimal neighbourhood population ν̂. We observed optimal populations ν̂429

between 8 and 80.430

Figure 3.2 corresponds to M = 500−50 000 data from the Lorenz (1963)431

system observed with noise level σ = 0 − 10%. The figure shows varia-432

tions with signal dimension mS of the global price F (mS). The minimum433

of each curve is the global signal dimension D for the data to which the434

curve corresponds. With increasing data length M , the trough of the global435

price F tends to shift towards lower mS. Figure 3.2a, which relates to clean436

data, shows that in the absence of noise, the minimum of the global price437
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Figure 3.1: Spatial distribution of optimal parameters of a time delay embedding in m = 7
dimensions of M = 50 000 points from the Lorenz (1963) system without added Gaussian
measurement noise. Figure 3.2a also relates to this set of state vectors. (a) Projection
onto two-dimensional q(i), q(i+1) space of the distribution of m̂S , the optimal local signal
dimension. (b-c) Observation vectors around which: (b) m̂S = 2; and (c) m̂S = 3.
Signal dimension mS = 2 dominates over most of the wings of the attractor, but mS = 3
dominates between the two wings, and where trajectories which have departed one wing
enter the other. (d) The distribution of ν̂, the optimal neighbourhood population.
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Figure 3.2: The dependence on signal dimension mS of the global price F (mS) for time
delay embeddings in m = 7 dimensions of M = 500, 5 000 and 50 000 measurements
of the Lorenz (1963) system with: (a) σ = 0%; (b) σ = 1%; and (c) σ = 10% added
Gaussian measurement noise. (d) This figure is derived from data of length M = 50 000
with σ = 10%, the trends of which are difficult to identify at the scale of (c).
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corresponds to the correct dynamical dimension of 3. Figures 3.2b-c show438

that in the presence of noise, except at the noise level σ = 1% and with439

the small sample size M = 500, D = 2 and so the proposed method would440

underestimate by one the dynamical dimension.441

Figure 3.3: Spatial distribution of optimal parameters of a time delay embedding in m = 7
dimensions of M = 50 000 points from the Lorenz (1963) system with σ = 1% added Gaus-
sian measurement noise. Figure 3.2b also corresponds to this set of state vectors. (a) The
spatial distribution of the optimal signal dimension m̂S . Signal dimension mS = 2 dom-
inates over most of the wings of the attractor, but mS = 3 dominates where trajectories
which have departed one wing join the other. (b) The spatial distribution of ν̂, the optimal
neighbourhood population.

Figure 3.3 shows the spatial distribution of optimal signal dimension m̂S442

and population ν̂ for a time delay embedding in m = 7 dimensions of M =443

50 000 points from the Lorenz (1963) system observed amid σ = 1% Gaussian444

measurement noise. The optimal signal dimension is either m̂S = 2 or m̂S = 3445

in the neighbourhood of over 99% of points. The optimal population ν̂ ranges446

between 8 and 216.447
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Figure 3.4: Spatial distribution of optimal signal dimension m̂S of a time delay embedding
in m = 7 dimensions of M = 5 000 points from the Lorenz (1963) system with σ = 10%
added Gaussian measurement noise. Observation vectors around which: (a) m̂S = 2;
and (b) m̂S = 3. The fractions of state vectors around which different signal dimen-
sions are optimal are P (m̂S = 1) = 0.06%; P (m̂S = 2) = 90.71%; P (m̂S = 3) = 7.75%;
P (m̂S = 4) = 1.14%; P (m̂S = 5) = 0.10%; and P (m̂S = 6) = 0.24%. Over most of the
attractor, m̂S = 2. Around many state vectors close to the regions where trajectories from
one wing cross into the other, m̂S = 3.

We show in Figure 3.4 the spatial distribution of optimal signal dimension448

m̂S and population ν̂ for M = 5 000 data from the Lorenz (1963) system449

observed amid σ = 10% Gaussian noise. Around over 98% of points, either450

m̂S = 2 or m̂S = 3.451

We shift attention to the Hénon (1976) system (which has dynamical452

dimension 2) while maintaining an embedding dimension m = 7. Figure453

3.5a shows that M = 500 clean data embedded in m = 7 have a distinctly454

optimal signal dimension mS = 4. For the larger data lengths M = 5 000 and455

M = 50 000, the global optimal signal dimension is D = 3, which is closer456

to the dynamical dimension d = 2. The missing value in the global price457
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Figure 3.5: The dependence on signal dimension mS of the global price F (mS) for time
delay embeddings in m = 7 dimensions of M = 500, 5 000 and 50 000 measurements of
the Hénon (1976) system with: (a) σ = 0%; and (b) σ = 1%, added noise.

F (mS) for M = 50 000 springs from numerical issues (Please see Section458

2.5). Around some points, the smallest eigenvalue of the covariance matrix459

is too small to be resolved (at least, through our naive numerics) in the460

neighbourhood of all points for any neighbourhood population in the range461

m + 1 ≤ ν ≤ 300. When mS = 6, the mean power p2 in the directions462

ascribed to noise is not known, which prevents evaluation of the global price463

F (mS) (Please see Section 2.4).464

Figure 3.5b shows the variation with signal dimension mS of the global465

price F (mS) for data from the Hénon (1976) system observed amid σ = 1%466

Gaussian observational noise. The global optimal signal dimension overesti-467

mates by one the dynamical dimension for the small data length M = 500.468

For M = 5 000 and M = 50 000, the global optimal signal dimension equals469
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the dynamical dimension; D = 2.470

Figure 3.6: Spatial distribution of optimal signal dimension m̂S for a time delay embedding
in m = 7 dimensions of M = 50 000 points from the Hénon (1976) system with σ = 1%
added Gaussian measurement noise. Observation vectors around which: (a) m̂S = 1; and
(b) m̂S = 2. These two figures do not show all the signal dimensions which are optimal in
the neighbourhood of at least one state vector. The fractions of state vectors around which
different signal dimensions are optimal are P (m̂S = 1) = 52.51%; P (m̂S = 2) = 43.98%;
P (m̂S = 3) = 2.06%; P (m̂S = 4) = 0.91%; P (m̂S = 5) = 0.25%; and P (m̂S = 6) =
0.29%.

With Figure 3.6 we illustrate the spatial distribution of m̂S for M =471

50 000 data from the Hénon (1976) map observed amid 1% observational472

noise and embedded in dimension m = 7. Around over 96% of points, the473

local optimal signal dimension m̂S is one of the two integers closest to the474

box-counting dimension dB = 1.26 (Russell et al., 1980) of the Hénon (1976)475

attractor; m̂S = 1 or m̂S = 2.476

Figure 3.7 shows the spatial distribution of m̂S for scalar observations477

of the roLo system made amid 1% observational noise and embedded in478

dimension m = 7. Around over 99.95% of points, the local optimal signal479
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Figure 3.7: Different views of the spatial distribution of optimal parameters of a time delay
embedding in m = 7 dimensions of M = 50 000 points from the roLo system with σ =
1% added Gaussian measurement noise. Left column. Projection onto two-dimensional
q(i), q(i + 1) space; the view seen also in previous figures of the distribution of optimal
parameters m̂S and ν̂. Right column. A projection onto a different two-dimensional
subspace of three-dimensional q(i), q(i+ 1), q(i+ 2) space. Top row. Observation vectors
around which m̂S = 3. Bottom row. Observation vectors around which m̂S = 4. These
figures do not show all the signal dimensions which are optimal in the neighbourhood
of at least one state vector. The fractions of state vectors around which different signal
dimensions are optimal are P (m̂S = 3) = 78.17%; P (m̂S = 4) = 21.80%; P (m̂S = 5) =
0.01%; and P (m̂S = 6) = 0.02%.
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dimension m̂S is one of the two integers closest to the box-counting dimension480

dB = 3.06 (Please see Appendix D.) of the RoLo attractor; m̂S = 3 or481

m̂S = 4.482

Figure 3.8: The dependence on signal dimension mS of the global price F (mS) for time
delay embeddings in m = 7 dimensions of M = 500 (4), M = 5 000 (©) and M = 50 000
(♦) measurements of the roLo system with: (a) σ = 0%; and (b) σ = 1%, added noise.

In Figure 3.8 we present the variation with signal dimension mS of the483

global price F (mS) of data from the roLo system embedded in m = 7.484

Figure 3.8a pertains to noiseless observations, while Figure 3.8b corresponds485

to observations made amid 1% observational noise. For M = 500, for either486

noisy or clean observations, examination of the global price F (mS) leads to487

D = 4 and so to correct identification of the dynamical dimension. For longer488

clean time series, of length M = 5 000 or M = 50 000, it is clear from Figure489

3.8a that either D = 3 or D = 4. As it happens, for clean observations490

D = 4 when M = 5 000 and D = 3 when M = 50 000. Figure 3.8b shows491
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that D = 3 for observational noise σ = 1% and data length M = 5 000 or492

M = 50 000.493

4. Discussion494

In this section we interpret and discuss the results presented in the pre-495

vious section.496

The fractal dimension dB = 2.06 (Viswanath, 2004) is far closer to 2 than497

to 3, and the Lorenz (1963) attractor appears very nearly two-dimensional498

except where the two wings interact. For this reason it may be surprising499

that in Figure 3.1a, which pertains to a time delay embedding into m = 7 di-500

mensions of M = 50 000 clean data from the Lorenz (1963) system, m̂S = 3 is501

so common on the wings of the attractor. The level set of m̂S = 3 is concen-502

trated: (1) where the two wings meet near the origin; (2) where trajectories503

which have departed one wing merge into the other; (3) on the outer perime-504

ter of the attractor; and (4) in additional, more enigmatic, areas. Regions 1505

and 2 correspond to the meeting of multiple approximately two-dimensional506

surfaces and so particularly benefit from a third dimension for their descrip-507

tion. A third degree of freedom is not necessarily more prevalent on region 3,508

the border. The region is more sparsely populated, which tends to increase509

the spatial extent of the optimal neighbourhood. This enhances curvature510

effects which cause the local neighbourhood to extend into additional direc-511

tions. It is not clear why the third degree of freedom is more reliably detected512

in the other distinct areas together labelled region 4.513
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The irregular distribution of points about which the optimal signal di-514

mension takes the value m̂S = 3 is reminiscent of static or noise. Since515

the attractor of Figure 3.1 is reconstructed from a clean time series, this516

might seem odd. Although the Lorenz attractor is “exquisitely thin” (Stro-517

gatz, 2015, p. 327), the attractor has box-counting dimension greater than518

2 (Viswanath, 2004), and we would not expect it to be limited to only two519

degrees of freedom on any set of positive invariant measure. Hence, in Fig-520

ure 3.1a, in a way, the collections of points on the thin wings around which521

m̂S = 2 are stranger than the collections of points around which m̂S = 3. The522

third degree of freedom is too subtle for our method consistently to resolve,523

leading to the prevalence of points about which m̂S = 2.524

In Figures 3.2, 3.5 and 3.8, each of which shows the variation with signal525

dimension mS of the global price F (mS), the trough of the global price F526

tends to shift towards lower mS as data length M increases. As the sample527

size M increases the spatial extent of the optimal neighbourhood decreases.528

Hence, so do curvature effects and the number of dimensions required to529

capture attractor structure.530

Figure 3.2a, which corresponds to clean data from the Lorenz (1963)531

system, exhibits this effect. Although the minimum of the global price cor-532

responds to the correct dynamical dimension of 3, when M = 50 000 the533

minimum at mS = 3 is not very sharp, suggesting that 2 could also be a rea-534

sonable estimate of dynamical dimension. Increasing the number M of data535

reduces the superiority of signal dimension mS = 3 over signal dimension536
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mS = 2. It is possible that it is only curvature effects which allow “cor-537

rect” identification of dynamical dimension d = 3, and that for sufficiently538

numerous data the global optimal signal dimension would reduce to 2.539

For time series of length M = 5 000 and M = 50 000, Figures 3.2b-d show540

that in the presence of noise the third degree of freedom of the Lorenz (1963)541

system cannot be resolved. Dynamical dimension would be underestimated542

as 2. However, as Figures 3.3a and 3.4 show, consideration of the spatial543

distribution of m̂S does provide information about higher dimensions of the544

attractor.545

In Figure 3.3a, which corresponds to M = 50 000 data from the Lorenz546

(1963) system observed amid 1% noise, m̂S = 2 around over 90% of points.547

The level set of m̂S = 3 seen in Figure 3.3a delineates the region in which548

the trajectories which have departed one wing merge into the other wing.549

This shows that at the resolution allowed by the noise level σ = 1%, the550

majority of each wing is two-dimensional, but description of the convergence551

of multiple two-dimensional surfaces requires a third dimension.552

Figure 3.3b, which shows the spatial distribution of optimal neighbour-553

hood population ν̂ for M = 50 000 data from the Lorenz (1963) system554

observed amid 1% noise, suggests that the linear fits in the region where the555

trajectories which have departed one wing merge into the other wing bene-556

fit from smaller neighbourhoods. This correspondence also holds for Figure557

3.1d, which also shows the spatial distribution of optimal neighbourhood558

population ν̂.559
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Comparison of Figures 3.1d and 3.3b shows that as noise level increases560

the optimal linear fit incorporates more observations. Note that the absolute561

scale of the colour scheme of Figure 3.1d differs from that of the colour scheme562

of Figure 3.3b. The extent of each colour bar is exactly the range of optimal563

dimension around the state vectors to which that colour bar pertains.564

Figure 3.4 indicates the spatial distribution of optimal dimension m̂S for565

σ = 10% and data of length M = 5 000 and so corresponds to a time series566

considerably more challenging, for many purposes, than that which leads567

to Figure 3.3a, which corresponds to the lower relative noise level σ = 1%568

and larger sample size M = 50 000. However, the figure still illuminates569

the Lorenz (1963) system. Figure 3.4 reveals structure broadly similar to,570

but less detailed than, that of Figure 3.3a. As the amplitude of added noise571

increases or the data length decreases less fine structure is distinguishable.572

Consideration of systems of various dynamical dimensions allows explo-573

ration of the proposed method’s curious incarnation of the “curse of dimen-574

sionality”. In order to model observations we assume some non-zero level of575

isotropic noise, and encounter numerical issues when there is negligible vari-576

ance in the directions which we describe using the noise amplitude parameter577

ςN (Please see Section 2.4). For clean data, directions with negligible variance578

becomes increasingly likely as embedding dimension m increases or as the579

dynamical dimension d decreases. This is the source of the numerical issues-580

encountered during investigation of a clean observation of the Hénon (1976)581

system embedded in dimension m = 7 (Please see Figure 3.5a). Embedding582
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dimension m = 7 is too high for an attractor with dynamical dimension583

d = 2, at least in the absence of noise.584

Figure 3.5a, pertaining to clean observations of the Hénon (1976) map,585

shows that the minima of the global price F consistently exceeds the dynami-586

cal dimension of the Hénon (1976) map. However, Figure 3.5b shows that the587

presence of σ = 1% Gaussian observational noise prevents, for M = 5 000 and588

M = 50 000, the overestimation of dynamical dimension which arose from589

embedding noiseless data in such a high dimension. Comparison of Figures590

3.2b and 3.5b shows that the true dynamical dimension of the Hénon (1976)591

attractor is less easily obscured by noise than is that of the Lorenz (1963)592

attractor. This is probably because the Cantor-like direction of the Hénon593

(1976) attractor, which also contributes to the dynamical dimension, is far594

less subtle than that of the Lorenz (1963) attractor.595

Figure 3.6 shows that the spatial distribution of m̂S provides additional596

information about the structure of the Hénon (1976) attractor, with m̂S = 2597

being more prevalent than m̂S = 1 on the more densely layered right side of598

the attractor, and the opposite precedence holding on the left side.599

Consideration of the roLo system allows demonstration of the potential of600

the proposed method for visualisation of higher dimensional systems. Com-601

parison of Figures 3.3 and 3.7 might suggest the relationship between the602

Lorenz (1963) and roLo systems. The distribution, shown in the top row of603

Figure 3.7, of points of the roLo attractor around which m̂S = 3, could be the604

trace of a movement over an ellipse of the distribution, shown in Figure 3.3a,605
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of points of the Lorenz (1963) attractor around which m̂S = 2. Similarly, the606

distribution, shown in the bottom row of Figure 3.7, of points of the roLo607

attractor around which m̂S = 4 is similar to the trace of a movement over608

an ellipse of the distribution of points of the Lorenz (1963) attractor around609

which m̂S = 3. The bottom row of Figure 3.7 reveals that the smearing610

along an ellipse of the roughly one-dimensional set of points around which611

m̂S = 3 in Figure 3.3a has produced a roughly two-dimensional and roughly612

cylindrical set of points around which m̂S = 4.613

The top row of Figure 3.7, showing different views of the set of points on614

the roLo attractor around which m̂S = 3, suggests an interesting structure.615

Unfortunately, the approximate self-overlaps of an approximately three di-616

mensional structure - the most obvious embedding of which would be in five617

dimensions - are difficult to interpret from their projection onto two, or even618

three, dimensions. Fortunately, the lower row of Figure 3.7, showing different619

views of the set of points for which m̂S = 4, illustrates the approximately620

two-dimensional set of overlap of the approximately three-dimensional struc-621

tures which comprise the bulk of the roLo system.622

Figure 3.8, which details the variation with mS of the total price F for623

data from the roLo system embedded in m = 7, shows that the subtle Cantor-624

like direction of the attractor could not reliably be distinguished, producing625

misleading (or, at least, unclear) results. The roLo attractor is just a volume626

of rotation of the Lorenz (1963) attractor. From the value of the fractal627

dimension of the Lorenz (1963) attractor, which “is above 2, but not by628
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much”, Mandelbrot (1983, p. 197) inferred that the Lorenz (1963) “attractor629

is definitely not a standard surface, but that it is not far from being one”630

(Mandelbrot, 1983, p. 197). Hence it is reasonable, though not quite correct,631

to estimate a dynamical dimension of 2 for the Lorenz (1963) system or a632

dynamical dimension of 3 for the roLo system.633

In underestimating the dynamical dimension of the roLo system we are,634

under the model of Judd (1992) (Please see Section 1.1.), failing to resolve as635

an additional degree of freedom a Cantor-like direction. Note that although636

the directions in which the three systems which we consider resemble fractal637

dust look thin when viewed on a global scale, their Cantor-like distribution638

does not imply that they will be harder to distinguish. As Morin (2008, pp.639

355–356) showed, the variance of the middle-thirds Cantor set on the unit640

interval (a fractal set with box-counting dimension dB = log(2)/ log(3) ≈641

0.63 (Mandelbrot, 1983, p. 446)) is greater than the variance of the unit642

interval itself. Specifically, the former is 1/8 and the latter 1/12 (Morin,643

2008, pp. 355–356).644

In this paper, parameters were encoded intuitively rather than rigorously.645

The current approach sufficed to demonstrate the utility of the minimum646

description length principle in estimating dynamical dimension and visu-647

alising state space, but more careful encoding could improve results. An648

increase in rigour could begin with use of, rather than the approximation649

L∗(n) ≈ log(c) + log(n + 1), the exact universal encoding Eq. (2.5) of the650

non-negative integers. Also, recall the assumption of Section 2.4; that for651
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the coordinate system which corresponds to the optimal local linear model,652

the coordinate directions ŵj are the unit vectors. This choice may system-653

atically underestimate the cost of encoding coordinate systems. Conversely,654

it may instead be the opposite bias which is realised. Directions in the coor-655

dinate system are encoded using m2 scalars, but each admissible sequence of656

coordinate vectors w1,w2, . . . ,wm ∈ Rm corresponds to a point in the spe-657

cial orthogonal group SO(m), a surface of dimension only 1
2
m(m− 1) (Holm658

et al., 2009, p. 190).659

As a method to estimate dynamical dimension d, identification of the660

global optimal signal dimension D has several limitations. Because our model661

assumes some background level of isotropic noise, the complete absence of662

noise can lead to numerical challenges and make more influential the choice663

of embedding dimension m.664

The limitations of the proposed method are made clearer by consideration665

of the rationale of using the sequence of eigenvalues to identify dynamical666

dimension d. On a d-dimensional submanifold of Rm, we expect, in the667

limit of small r, a neighbourhood of radius r to deviate as o(r2) from a668

d-dimensional affine subspace of Rm (Broomhead et al., 1987). Hence, in669

the limit of numerous clean data we would expect the covariance matrix to670

have m − d eigenvalues which approach zero more rapidly than the other d671

eigenvalues.672

There is no reason to expect the m − d eigenvalues which describe the673

curvature of clean data to approach zero at the same rate. Hence, the highest674
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ratio p1/p2 of mean power p1 in the first mS directions to mean power p2675

in the final m − mS directions will not necessarily occur when mS = d.676

Our model does assume some non-zero level of underlying noise which, as677

the neighbourhood size decreases below some limit, renders insignificant the678

relative o(r2) rates at which the m − d eigenvalues not associated with the679

tangent space to the d-dimensional submanifold of Rm approach zero.680

Our assumption of noise does not prevent us from applying the proposed681

method to clean data or from obtaining useful results by doing so. We682

do encounter numerical complications, which we highlight, as they arise, in683

Section 3. Also, the proposed method can lead to overestimation, as it did684

for the Hénon (1976) map, of the dynamical dimension. However, since a685

complete lack of noise is inconsistent with our model, it is encouraging that686

the method works for clean data as well as it does. Kantz and Schreiber687

(2004, p. 243) mention that, in practice, experimental data usually contains688

enough noise to prevent power from vanishing in any direction in state space.689

The proposed method has only been verified on observational noise; we690

would expect dynamical noise to be a harder problem.691

An advantage of the proposed method is that its application to scalar692

time series requires only one choice of parameter; the embedding dimension693

m. The greatest limitation of the method comes from its dependence on a694

good choice of this parameter. For the time series which we consider, the695

method produces reasonable results for sufficiently numerous clean data when696

the data are embedded in dimension roughly twice the dynamical dimension697
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of the system from which the time series arises. For noisy data, an embedding698

dimension greater than twice the dynamical dimension seems better. (For an699

exploration of the way in which global optimal signal dimension D depends700

on embedding dimension m, please see Appendix E.) It might be possible to701

overcome sensitivity on m via iterative trialling of embedding dimensions, or702

via an information-theoretic identification of optimal embedding dimension.703

This is an open problem.704

5. Conclusion705

Minimisation of a simple formulation of description length per scalar ob-706

servation identified for each point the affine subspace for which the point’s707

neighbourhood is best described as that affine subspace plus noise. The708

spatial distribution of the dimensions of these optimal subspaces allowed vi-709

sualisation of known features of the Hénon (1976) map and Lorenz (1963)710

system, and also aided visualisation of the attractor of the roLo system, an711

attractor which could not be embedded in R3 and in that way visualised712

naively.713

In addition, we estimated dynamical dimension in the following way. For714

each signal dimension mS, around each state vector we identified the min-715

imum over neighbourhood populations of the description length per scalar716

observation. The signal dimension mS which minimised the mean Eq. (2.12)717

of this quantity over all state vectors was called the global optimal signal718

dimension and denoted D. We estimated the dynamical dimension d by the719
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global optimal signal dimension D.720

Results for the roLo system showed that the method may fail to discern,721

even when using clean data, degrees of freedom with slight spatial variance.722

This issue, which sometimes led the global optimal signal dimension D to723

underestimate the dynamical dimension d, became more pronounced in the724

presence of noise.725

The approach aided visualisation of the systems underlying either clean726

or noisy observations. In particular, a plot of the spatial distribution of727

local optimal signal dimension m̂S allowed identification of the approximately728

two-dimensional region in which the approximately three-dimensional state729

space of the roLo system converges onto itself. For vanishing noise levels,730

a situation inconsistent with the assumptions of our model for observations,731

the structure revealed by the distribution of optimal signal dimension m̂S732

could be hard to interpret. For non-trivial noise levels structures were more733

intuitive but, as noise level increased, these could become less crisply defined.734

Conversely, longer time series revealed structure on a finer scale.735

The currently increasing scale of data makes especially exciting dimen-736

sion reduction techniques, which allow computations in dimensions lower737

than that in which observations were made. Advantages of this approach738

to dimension estimation include its (1) intuitive theoretical basis; (2) low739

parametric complexity; and (3) implementation by minimisation of a single740

scalar function.741
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A. Frame and scale independence748

Physical laws should not depend upon the coordinate system in which749

they are expressed (Taylor and Wheeler, 1992, p. 53). The coordinates in750

which state vectors occur could have distinguishing directions, but this study751

assumes that it is not known (at least, before analysis begins) what these are.752

Hence, we attempt to minimise the distinction of the coordinate system in753

which state vectors happen to be expressed.754

The formulation of description length presented in this paper is not in-755

variant under all transformations, but is at least independent of the choice756

of origin or the orientation of the orthonormal coordinate system for state757

space. Additionally, the description length is formulated such that it is in-758

variant under shifts and linear scaling of the scalar time series.759

If each coordinate (in two or more dimensions) is to be described inde-760

pendently then requiring the likelihood to be differentiable and independent761

of the choice of orthogonal coordinate directions prescribes that state vec-762

tors be Gaussian distributed in each direction. To see this, consider, for763
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simplicity, the two-dimensional case and note that invariance under choices764

of orthogonal coordinate directions is equivalent to the condition that the765

likelihood be a function of distance from the origin. That is, g(x)g(y) =766

f (x2 + y2), where g(x) is the likelihood of observing a measurement to have767

value x in the first coordinate direction. Differentiation with respect to x768

gives g′(x)g(y) = 2xf ′(x2 + y2), while differentiation with respect to y gives769

g(x)g′(y) = 2yg′(x2 + y2). Elimination of g′(x2 + y2) from the two preceding770

equations gives 1
x
g′(x)
g(x)

= 1
y
g′(y)
g(y)

. Since the left hand side is a function of x771

alone and the right hand side is a function of y alone, each must be equal to772

a constant, say k. Integration of 1
x
g′(x)
g(x)

= k shows that log |g(x)| = 1
2
kx2 + c.773

Hence, f(x) is Gaussian.774

Other possible descriptions of coordinates (for example, a uniform distri-775

bution over an m-ball in Euclidean space) have likelihoods independent of the776

choice of orthogonal coordinate directions. The alternatives simply involve777

dependencies between different coordinates which would make it more diffi-778

cult to move explicitly between individual coordinates and their distribution779

functions.780

B. Identification of maximum likelihood parameters781

We model state vectors u(1), u(2), . . . ,u(ν) as the sum of Gaussian vari-782

ables which are independent and identically distributed (iid) over an mS-783

dimensional subspace of Rm and Gaussian variables iid over the complement784

in Rm of the subspace. Specifically, we model each component as Gaussian785
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distributed about the origin µ with standard deviation ςS in any direction786

assumed to contain signal and with standard deviation ςN in any direction787

assumed to contain only noise.788

Towards determination of the optimal local linear model, in this ap-

pendix we seek the maximum likelihood choices of the orthonormal vectors

w1,w2, . . . ,wm and parameters µ, ςS, ςN . We do so using Lagrange multipli-

ers which, inspired by the treatment by Kantz and Schreiber (2004, pp. 180–

183) of a similar problem, explicitly constrain w1,w2, . . . ,wm to have unit

length, but not necessarily to be orthonormal. The likelihood of a single mea-

surement u ∈ Rm is equal to f (u) =
m∏
j=1

1√
2πςj

exp
(
−1

2

(
wj

T · (u− µ) /ςj
)2
)

,

where ςj ,

 ςS, j ≤ mS

ςN , j > mS

. Assuming statistical independence, the total

likelihood of the N state vectors u(1),u(2), . . . ,u(ν) is

ν∏
i=1

f
(
u(i)
)

=
ν∏
i=1

m∏
j=1

1√
2πςj

exp

(
−1

2

(
wj

T ·
(
u(i) − µ

)
/ςj
)2
)

= (2π)−νm/2
(

m∏
j=1

ςj
−ν

)
exp

(
−1

2

ν∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

1

ςj2

(
wj

T ·
(
u(i) − µ

))2

)

= (2π)−νm/2 ςS
−νmS ςN

−ν(m−mS)×

exp

(
−1

2

1

ςS2

ν∑
i=1

mS∑
j=1

(
wj

T ·
(
u(i) − µ

))2

−1

2

1

ςN 2

ν∑
i=1

m∑
j=mS+1

(
wj

T ·
(
u(i) − µ

))2

)
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Since the function log is monotonically increasing, maximising the likelihood

is equivalent to minimising the negative log likelihood. Hence, the function B

of orthonormal vectorsw1,w2, . . . ,wm, parameters µ, ςS, ςN , and Langrange

multipliers βj which is to be minimised can be written

B =− log

(
ν∏
i=1

f
(
u(i)
))

+
1

2

m∑
j=1

βj
(
1−wj

T ·wj

)
=νmS log ςS +

1

2

1

ςS2

ν∑
i=1

mS∑
j=1

|wj
T ·
(
u(i) − µ

)
|2 +

1

2
νm log 2π

+ ν (m−mS) log ςN +
1

2

1

ςN 2

ν∑
i=1

m∑
j=mS+1

|wj
T ·
(
u(i) − µ

)
|2

+
1

2

m∑
j=1

βj
(
1−wj

T ·wj

)
.

When the Lagrange constraints are satisfied, B is the negative log likelihood789

of the observations.790

If there is a maximum likelihood division of the neighbourhood into signal

and noise then it will occur where the partial derivative of B with respect to

each of its arguments is zero. For j = 1, 2, . . . ,m,

0T =
∂B

∂wj

=
1

ςj2

ν∑
i=1

(
u(i) − µ

)
·
(
u(i) − µ

)T ·wj − βjwj.

Hence the unit vectors w1,w2, . . . ,wm are eigenvectors of the covariance ma-791

trix C ,
ν∑
i=1

(
u(i) − µ

)
·
(
u(i) − µ

)T
. Since C is symmetric, w1,w2, . . . ,wm792

form an orthonormal basis. Rewriting the covariance matrix C in this ba-793

sis shows that the eigenvalue corresponding to the eigenvector wj is γj ,794
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ν∑
i=1

|wj
T ·
(
u(i) − µ

)
|2. Note that this numbering of eigenvalues does not nec-795

essarily correspond to a monotonic ordering.796

With orthonormality, the condition 0T = ∂B
∂µ

implies that µ = 1
ν

ν∑
i=1

u(i).797

The conditions 0 = ∂B
∂ςS

and 0 = ∂B
∂ςN

imply that ςS
2 = p1/ν and ςN

2 =798

p2/ν, where p1 = 1
mS

mS∑
j=1

γj is the mean power per direction in the first mS799

directions and p2 = 1
m−mS

m∑
j=mS+1

γj is the mean power per dimension in the800

final (m−mS) dimensions.801

The preceding results show that the stationary value of the negative log

likelihood is

B =νmS log ςS + ν (m−mS) log ςN +
1

2
νm (1 + log 2π)

=
1

2
νmS log p1 +

1

2
ν (m−mS) log p2 −

1

2
νm log ν +

1

2
νm (1 + log 2π)

(B.1)

and that the negative log likelihood per scalar measurement is

1

νm
B =

1

2

mS

m
log

p1

p2

− 1

2
log

(
mS

m

p1

p2

+ 1− mS

m

)
+

1

2
(1 + log 2π) +

1

2
log

P

νm
,

(B.2)

where P = mSp1 + (m−mS) p2 is the total power of the collection of state802

vectors. In Eq. (B.2), all explicit dependence on the scale of measurements803

(captured by the total power P ), number of measurements ν or embedding804

dimension m is in the final summand.805

The following calculation determines which eigenvectors should be as-

signed to the firstmS directions and treated as signal, and which should be as-
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signed to the final (m−mS) and treated as noise. Assume that 0 < mS < m,

for in each other case only one assignment would be possible. Differentiation

of the stationary negative log likelihood per scalar measurement Eq. (B.2)

with respect to the ratio of powers ρ , p1/p2 gives

∂

∂ρ

1

νm
B =

1

2

mS

m

1

ρ
− 1

2

mS

m

1
mS

m
ρ+ 1− mS

m

=− 1

2

mS

m

(
1− mS

m

)
ρ
(
1 + mS

m
(ρ− 1)

) (ρ− 1) .

Hence, if p1/p2 = ρ > 1 then ∂B
∂ρ

< 0. It follows that if the power per806

direction in the first mS directions is greater than the power per direction807

in the final (m−mS) directions then the negative log likelihood would be808

reduced by exchanging a direction in the first mS directions with a direction809

in the final (m−mS) associated with more power. This would be possible810

unless the first mS directions were those associated with the most power per811

direction. Hence, maximum likelihood with p1/p2 = ρ < 1 is only possible812

when the first mS directions are those associated with the most power per813

direction. Alternatively, if p1/p2 = ρ < 1 then ∂B
∂ρ

> 0. Similar arguments814

show that another possibility for the minimum negative log likelihood would815

be to assign the directions associated with the most power per direction to816

the final (m−mS) directions.817

The preceding paragraph shows that orthogonal directions should be as-818

signed such that p1 and p2 are as different as possible. The form of Eq.819

(B.1) shows that if mS < (m−mS) then assigning the mS orthogonal di-820
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rections associated with the greatest power per direction to the first mS821

directions (those in which measurements are described via the parameter ςS)822

will minimise B. It also makes it clear that if mS > (m−mS) then the mS823

orthogonal directions associated with the greatest power per direction should824

be assigned to the final (m−mS) directions. If mS = (m−mS) then, while825

it is still true that p1 and p2 should be made as different as possible, it does826

not matter whether all the directions associated with the greatest power per827

direction to the first mS directions are assigned to the first mS or final mS828

directions.829

It follows that the maximum likelihood choice of parameters for a signal830

dimension mS = q is equivalent to that for a signal dimension mS = (m− q).831

Only labels would change, with ςS and ςN exchanged and the q directions832

associated with the greatest power per direction assigned to the final, rather833

than the first, q coordinate directions. Hence, identification of the maxi-834

mum likelihood parameter choices would only require consideration of mS =835

0, 1, 2, . . . , bm/2c.836

In Section 2.5 we calculate the minimum description length corresponding837

to a local linear model of a neighbourhood. To do so we consider assigning838

to signal the mS directions associated with the greatest power per direction.839

We consider all possible signal dimensions; mS = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,m. This prac-840

tice might seem inefficient, since the possibilities mS = bm/2c + 1, bm/2c +841

2, . . . ,m cannot correspond to global minima with respect to mS/m of the842

negative log likelihood. However, they can correspond to a minimum over843
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all mS of the approximate description length Eq. (2.10).844

C. A favourable coordinate system845

This appendix will show that the most fortunate choice of coordinate sys-846

tem, in terms of minimisation of the approximate description length, would847

have origin µ = 0 and an orthonormal coordinate basis coinciding (up to848

reordering) with the standard basis.849

We encode µ as m independent real numbers µ1, µ2, . . . , µm. Following850

Section 2.3.2, the approximate cost of encoding µ is
m∑
i=1

log (1 + αi |µi|), where851

each αi is a non-negative constant and µi is coordinate i of µ. This will be852

least when µ = 0.853

Since the code length of one basis vector does not affect the code length

associated with any other, each can be optimised separately. Modulo additive

constants, the approximate description length to encode a single unit vector

w is

G (w) =
m∑
i=1

log (1 + α |wi|) ,

where α is a positive constant and wi is coordinate i of w. Note that, since854

G : Sm−1 → R is continuous and the (m − 1)-sphere Sm−1 is compact, the855

function has a minimum (Marsden, 1974, p. 88).856

The length constraint on w is 1 =
m∑
i=1

wi
2. Following the method of

Lagrange multipliers, we seek stationary points of the function Hm defined

by Hm (w) = β

(
1−

m∑
i=1

wi
2

)
+G (w) = β

(
1−

m∑
i=1

wi
2

)
+

m∑
i=1

log (1 + α |wi|).
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For positive integer m, let S(m) denote the statement that the stationary

points of Hm can, up to reordering, be written for some positive integer n as

w =
1√
n

(
jn

T ,0n−m
T
)
, (C.1)

where jn is a vector of length n each entry of which is ±1 and 0n−m is a857

vector of length n −m comprising zeros. Induction shows that S(m) holds858

for all positive integers m.859

The statement S(m) is true for m = 1. Consider m ≥ 2. If any wi860

is zero then identification of the stationary points of Hm is equivalent to861

identification of the stationary points of Hm−1, and the result follows from862

the inductive assumption. Consider the alternative case, in which no wi is863

zero.864

At a stationary point of Hm, for each i, 0 = ∂Hm

∂wi
= −2βwi + αsgn(wi)

1+α|wi| ,865

and so 2β
m∏
k=1

wk = αsgn(wi)
1+α|wi|

m∏
k=1
k 6=i

wk. Hence, it follows that for each pair i, j,866

αsgn(wi)
1+α|wi|

m∏
k=1
k 6=i

wk =
αsgn(wj)

1+α|wj |

m∏
k=1
k 6=j

wk. Since no wk vanishes it follows that
|wj |

1+α|wi| =867

|wi|
1+α|wj | , and hence that (|wi|+ α−1/2)

2
= (|wj|+ α−1/2)

2
. This equation868

implies that |wi| = |wj|.869

This completes the proof that S(m) holds for every positive integer m.870

Hence, the minimum of G is, for some integer n, of the form Eq. (C.1).871

Since G
(

1√
n

(
jn

T ,0n−m
T
))

= n log (1 + α
√
n), which differentiation shows872

is increasing in n, the minimum of G is a standard basis vector.873
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D. Data874

Lorenz (1963) data comprise the x-component of the Lorenz (1963) sys-

tem

ẋ = σ(y − x)

ẏ = x(ρ− z)− y

ż = xy − βz,

with r = 28, β = 8/3 and σ = 10, observed with sample period ∆t = 0.1. The875

system is integrated using an explicit Runge-Kutta (4, 5) pair (Shampine and876

Reichelt, 1997) from an initial condition (x(0), y(0), z(0)) = (1, 0, 0) and, to877

allow convergence to the attractor, the first 10 000 observations are discarded.878

Note that, although we use the symbol σ above to define the Lorenz (1963)879

system, elsewhere in this manuscript σ will always relate to relative root880

mean square error.881

Hénon (1976) data comprise the x-component of the Hénon (1976) map

xt+1 = 1− axt2 + yt

yt+1 = bxt

with a = 1.4 and b = 0.3. The map is iterated from an initial condition882

(x0, y0) = (0, 0) and, to allow convergence to the attractor, the first 10 000883

measurements are discarded.884

Hénon (1976) constructed his map to be a simplified analogue of a Poincaré885
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map of the Lorenz (1963) system. It is for this reason that the roLo system886

has a relationship to the Lorenz (1963) system analogous to that which the887

Hénon (1976) map has to the Lorenz (1963) system. The Lorenz (1963)888

attractor could come from a Poincaré section of the roLo system, for the889

attractor of the roLo system is a volume of rotation of the attractor of the890

Lorenz (1963) system.891

The data of the roLo system arise from adding to data from the Lorenz892

(1963) system a coordinate describing motion with constant speed along893

a circular limit cycle. Specifically, the scalar data of the roLo system are894

{x((i+ 10 000)∆t) + A sin(i)}Mi=1, where A is chosen such that {A sin(i)}Mi=1895

has root mean squared value equal to that of {x((i+ 10 000)∆t)}Mi=1, the896

time series from Lorenz (1963). The sum of two independent signals with897

box-counting dimensions 2.06 and 1 has box-counting dimension 3.06.898

Samples of length M = 500, 5 000 or 50 000 are observed amid added899

Gaussian measurement noise of relative amplitude σ = 0%, 1% or 10%.900

E. Variation with embedding dimension901

In this appendix we explore the dependence on embedding dimension m902

of the global optimal signal dimension D. Table E.1 lists (without paren-903

theses) the optimal values D of global signal dimension found by applying904

the proposed method to scalar time series of length M = 500, 5 000 and905

50 000 observed among noise levels σ = 0%, 1% and 10% and embedded in906

dimensions m = 2, 3, . . . , 11.907
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We seek insight into whether discrepancies between optimal signal dimen-908

sion D and dynamical dimension d arise due to: (1) problems identifying,909

in noise, which points are in similar dynamical states; or (2) an inability to910

fit meaningful affine models to points which are in similar dynamical states.911

For this reason, for each time series and for each embedding dimension we912

not only determine the optimal global signal dimension D using the process913

detailed in Section 2; we also determine what the value would be were we to914

identify neighbours based on the clean time series before fitting affine models915

based on their counterparts observed amid noise. When the result reached916

via the latter method differs from the result reached using (as in Section 3)917

only noisy observations, we list it in parentheses immediately beneath D.918

Table E.1: The global optimal signal dimension D. We

also consider an unrealistic algorithm which involves

identifying neighbours based on the clean time series be-

fore fitting affine models to their their noisy counterparts.

The result of that modified algorithm is listed, under-

neath and in parentheses, only when it differs from the

global optimal signal dimension D.

System σ M m

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Hénon 0% 500 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 6 6

(1976) 5 000 1 2 2 3 3 3 4 4 5 6
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d = 2 50 000 1 2 2 3 3 3 3 4 5 6

dB = 1.26 1% 500 1 2 2 2 2 3 3 4 5 6

5 000 1 2 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 3

(1) (3) (4)

50 000 1 2 3 1 1 2 2 2 2 2

(1) (1)

10% 500 1 2 1 2 2 3 3 4 5 6

(1)

5 000 1 2 3 2 2 2 2 3 3 4

(1) (1) (1) (1) (2)

50 000 1 2 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 2

(2) (2) (2) (1) (1) (1)

Lorenz 0% 500 1 2 2 2 3 3 4 5 5 6

(1963) 5 000 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 4 5 5

d = 3 50 000 1 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 4

dB = 2.06 1% 500 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 4 4 5

5 000 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 4

50 000 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

10% 500 1 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 4 4

5 000 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

50 000 1 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

(2)

roLo 0% 500 1 2 3 3 3 4 4 5 6 6
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d = 4 5 000 1 2 3 3 3 4 4 5 5 6

dB = 3.06 50 000 1 2 3 3 3 4 4 4 5 6

1% 500 1 2 3 3 3 4 4 5 5 6

(4)

5 000 1 2 3 3 3 3 4 4 5 5

(6)

50 000 1 2 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 4

10% 500 1 2 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 6

(3) (5)

5 000 1 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 4

50 000 1 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

Table E.1 shows that, for each time series in embedding dimension m = 2919

and m = 3, consistently D = 1 or D = 2 respectively. The table also920

shows that Cantor-like directions are not always distinguishable from noise;921

the global optimal signal dimension D is often one less than the dynamical922

dimension d. Such correct estimates of dynamical dimension as do arise923

from noisy observations of the Lorenz (1963) or roLo system may result from924

curvature effects rather than the properties which we hope to model.925

As we scan rightwards along the rows of Table E.1 we see, for most time926

series, a tendency for the estimate of global optimal dynamical dimension927

D to increase with embedding dimension m. Higher embedding dimensions928

provide more opportunity for the ratio p1/p2 of the mean power per direction929
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in the mS directions to the mean power per direction in the remaining m−mS930

directions to be maximum for a spuriously large mS. As we scan instead931

down the columns of the table we see that for the Lorenz (1963) and roLo932

systems, for fixed embedding dimension m > 4, as the number M of noisy933

data increases the optimal global signal dimension D appears to approach a934

sensible estimate of the dynamical dimension; either d or d− 1.935

We turn our attention to the rows which correspond to noisy observations936

of the Hénon (1976) system. Global optimal signal dimension D does not937

trend monotonically with embedding dimension m. Decreases are observed,938

for example, when M = 50 000 data are observed amid 1% noise. In this939

case, the global optimal signal dimension is D = 3 for embedding dimension940

m = 4, but D = 1 for embedding dimension m = 5. In addition, we notice941

a tendency in lower embedding dimension to overestimate the dimension942

underlying noisy observations of the Hénon (1976) system. We suspect that943

both issues arise because in lower embedding dimension many of the observed944

neighbours are close not because they represent similar states but because of945

observational noise. The overestimation of dimension occurs because surfaces946

which in clean data would be resolved separately are, in noisy data, treated947

as though they formed a single, connected, complicated surface. This idea is948

supported by the more reasonable values of global optimal signal dimension,949

included in parentheses, reached when neighbours are identified from clean950

data. The idea is also supported by the fact that, as embedding dimension951

increases past m = 7, aiding the separate resolution of separate surfaces952
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without reliance upon clean data, the optimal signal dimension D takes on953

values which provide more reasonable estimates of the dynamical dimension954

of the Hénon (1976) map.955

The results of applying the method to observations of the Hénon (1976)956

map are less encouraging than those corresponding to either the Lorenz957

(1963) or the roLo system. When working with clean data in a higher di-958

mension, as we discuss in Section 4, some of the issues are associated with959

the lower dynamical dimension, d = 2, of the Hénon (1976) map. The low960

box-counting dimension, dB = 1.26 (Russell et al., 1980), of the Hénon (1976)961

map, leads to another issue. We would expect the fraction ν/N of points in962

a neighbourhood of radius r to scale, in the limit of small r, as ν/N ∼ rdB963

(Grassberger et al., 1993). When the box-counting dimension dB is smaller,964

a larger radius r would be required to obtain enough points for a statistically965

reliable affine fit. However, a larger neighbourhood r increases the effects of966

curvature. This effect is exacerbated by the sharp bends of the Hénon (1976)967

attractor.968

Table E.1 reveals that the addition of a small amount of additive obser-969

vational noise increases the range of embedding dimensions m across which970

the method produces intuitive results. As we discuss in Section 4, our model971

for observations does assume a non-zero level of isotropic noise.972
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